
C13: Advanced New Media  

Set 1 

Answer all questions         2x10=20 
 
1)scot stands for ...... 
a. social content of Technology  
b. social construction of Technology  
c. both 
d. none 
 
2. ...........a place state on condition that is ideal e perfect in respect of politics laws first terms and 
condition . 
a. utopia 
b. dystopia 
c. ideal society 
d. none 
 
3. .............is. one of the most critical issues in the knowledge economy . 
a. Technology controlled society 
b. intellectual value  
c. digital inequality 
d. all of the above 
 
4. ....... deals with the distinct ethical problems practices and norms of digital news media . 
a. revolution in ethics  
b. new forms of journalism 
c. digital media 
d. both a and b 
 

5. Transmedia storytelling also known as  
a.narrative  
b.historical  
c.experimental  
d.none of the above  
 
6. Digital art is the...... 
a.artistic work  
b.practice  
c.Uses digital technology  
d.all the above  
 
7. Data moshing,2D computer graphics ,pixel art ,Digital photography is the types of ." 
a.media ecosystem  
b.digital art  
c.genres 
d.none of the above  



 
8. "Digital cinema "refers to....? 
a.digital formates 
b.Digital initiatives  
c.Digital art  
d.none of the above  
 
9. Which among the following is a factors that affect the social change ? 
a.Demographic and cultural  
b.Technological  
c.political  
d.all the above  
 
10. Which one form the following is the threat for the journalism  
a.accuracy  
b.Bias 
c.all of these  
d.none of these 
 
 

Answer any 4 question         4x10=40 
 

1. Describe new Media fiction and documentary? 
2. What is social media marketing and publicity? 
3. Describe the digital media ethics? 
4. What is utopian-dystopian interface? 
5. Describe the digital art and digital cinema? 
6. What do you mean by cyber security and issues of privacy?   

Answer any 1 question         1x20=20 
 

1. Describe the digital production of any short video? 
2. Describe the process of social media marketing and publicity? 

 
 


